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Recent advances in micro!uidic and direct-write assembly of colloidal suspensions open new avenues for
microscale patterning of functional materials with controlled composition, geometry, and properties. In this
article, we describe fundamental aspects of suspension structure, elasticity, and !ow behavior for three
important systems: (1) dense liquids (and glasses), (2) gels, and (3) biphasic mixtures. We also highlight
examples from the current literature of colloidal architectures patterned by these emerging methods.

© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The ability to pattern colloidal suspensions in planar and three-
dimensional motifs is critical for myriad technologies, including
optical displays, designer pharmaceuticals, micro-electromechanical
systems, and printed electronics. The broad diversity of potentially
relevant materials, length scales, and architectures underscores the
need for !exible patterning approaches. Emerging routes based on
micro!uidic [1•,2••] and direct-write assembly [3••] enable the rapid
design and fabrication of colloidal materials without the need for
expensive tooling, dies, or lithographic masks, and therefore offer
exciting opportunities for materials assembly.

Colloidal suspensions used in these directed assembly methods
must !ow without clogging through con"ned geometries [4], such as
microchannel(s) or nozzle(s) within the !uidic device or printhead.
The desired !ow behavior can be achieved by carefully controlling
three key parameters: the colloid volume fraction, !, interparticle
attraction strength, U, and applied stress, ", as shown in Fig. 1a [5••].
These parameters also strongly in!uence the structure and elasticity
of colloidal suspensions, which enable patterned structures to retain
their shape and solidity after forming. In this article, we "rst describe
three types of dense colloidal suspensions that can be designed for the
micro!uidic and direct-write assembly methods of interest: dense
!uids and glasses, gels, and biphasic mixtures. Next, we introduce
examples from the current literature of patterned colloidal architec-
tures, ranging from novel granular media to !exible, stretchable, and
spanning microelectrodes for printed electronics. Finally, opportuni-
ties and challenges associated with these emerging methods are
highlighted.

2. Designing colloidal suspensions

2.1. Suspension structure

The design of colloidal suspensions for micro!uidic and direct-write
assembly requires a fundamental understanding of the relationship
between suspension microstructure and properties. Three systems of
interest, namely concentrated colloidal !uids and glasses, gels, and
biphasic mixtures, are highlighted in Fig. 1b–d. Concentrated colloidal
!uids undergo a nonequilibrium transition to a glassy state as the
volume fraction, !, is increased above a critical value !glass [6]. The
suspension structure remainsdisordered evenabove the glass transition
[7], as shown in Fig. 1b for hard-spheres that interact only through
in"nite repulsion at contact (i.e.,U=0 for hN0,where h is theminimum
separation distance between a pair of colloids). However, particle
dynamics become arrested when !N!glass, as individual particles
become trapped in cages formed by their nearest neighbors. To avoid
cage-driven jamming and solidi"cation, micro!uidic assembly routes
typically use dense colloidal !uids rather than colloidal glasses [1•,2••].

Distinct non-equilibrium arrested states can be obtained in
colloidal systems by introducing an attractive interparticle potential
(i.e., UN0 over some h range). When this attraction is suf"ciently
strong (~ a few kbT or higher) and the colloid volume fraction exceeds
the gel point !gel, the colloidal particles aggregate to form a system-
spanning interconnected network that is both disordered and
dynamically arrested. When !b0.1, the structure of these dilute
colloidal gels is well described as a network of fractal aggregates
[8,9••], while at higher volume fraction the gel structure is composed
of weakly interconnected, dense clusters separated by heterogeneous
voids [10,11]. Concentrated colloidal gels (!~0.5) are of interest as
“inks” for direct-write assembly. The inks are "rst formulated as
concentrated !uids and subsequently gelled to induce the desired
viscoelastic response for printing. One representative example of a
colloidal ink, composed of cationic polyelectrolyte-coated silica
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microspheres gelled by the addition of salt, is shown in Fig. 1c [12]. In
the absence of salt, the highly charged microspheres assemble into a
crystalline sediment, whereas above a critical salt concentration a gel
network forms. The pronounced changes in gel morphology with
increasing ionic strength re!ect the intensi"ed attractive interactions
between particles, which allow the ink to better support its own
weight even as it spans unsupported regions.

To date, colloidal inks used for direct-write assembly have been
composed of pure colloidal gels with uniform interparticle interactions,
inwhich! andU have been carefully tuned [3,13••,14–17]. However, the
presence of clusters within the gel limits the minimum nozzle size
throughwhich these inks canbe !owed, evenwhen the primary particle
size is relatively small. To obtain additional control over the suspension
microstructure, a new type of colloidal system was recently introduced,
referred to as a biphasic mixture [18••], in which the interparticle
interactions of coexisting particle populations were independently
tuned. One population was composed of attractive particles that
aggregated to form a gel network,while the other population of particles
remained stable, adhering to neither the attractive nor the repulsive
species [18••]. In all other respects, the attractive and repulsive particles
were identical.

Biphasic mixtures represent a new paradigm for designing colloidal
suspensions that enables additional control over their structure and

dynamics [18••]. These properties can be precisely tuned simply by
altering the relative fractions of the two species at a "xed ! and U. Two
types of biphasic systemshave been recently introduced: one composed
of partially hydrophobic and hydrophilic colloids [18••] and the other
composed of polyelectrolyte- and comb polymer-coated colloids [12],
both of which are suspended in an aqueous-based solution. In the "rst
system, the hydrophilic particles are repulsive, while the partially
hydrophobic particles are attractive (Fig. 1d). In the second system,
charge-neutral teeth along the comb polymer backbone enable this
population to remain stable over a broad rangeof pH, ionic strength, and
!occulant concentrations, whereas the polyelectrolyte-coated particles
undergo gelation when the solution conditions are altered. Direct
imaging of biphasic mixtures revealed that each particle population
exhibits distinctdynamicalproperties: the repulsive populationexhibits
the diffusive dynamics of a colloidal !uid, whereas the attractive
population exhibits the arrested dynamics expected of a colloidal gel.
Furthermore, the presence of the repulsive species modi"es the
structure of the aggregated network: as the concentration of repulsive
particles is increased, attractive particles have fewer attractive neigh-
bors, leading to a more spatially homogeneous network [18••]. These
observations have important consequences for the elasticity and
yielding behavior of biphasic mixtures, which differ considerably from
pure colloidal gels.

Fig. 1. (a) Jammingphase diagram for attractive colloidal particles. Reprinted bypermission fromMacmillanPublishers Ltd:Nature (Ref. [5••]), copyright 2001. (b) Confocalmicrographs of
a colloidal glass with!=0.61. Reprinted in partwith permission from reference [38]. Copyright 2007 IOP Publishing Ltd. (c) Confocalmicrographs of a colloidal suspensionwith !=0.02
after settling, with EDTA concentration of (top left) 0 mM; (top right) 300 mM; (bottom left) 600 mM; (bottom right) 900 mM. The scale bar is 5 !m. Reprinted in part with permission
from reference [12]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society. (d) Confocal micrograph of a biphasic mixture with !att=!rep=0.05 (i.e. !tot=0.1). Reprinted "gure with permission
from reference: A. Mohraz, E. R. Weeks, and J. A. Lewis, Phys. Rev. E 77, 060403 (2008) [18••]. Copyright 2008 by the American Physical Society.
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2.2. Elasticity and yielding

Colloidal suspensions developed for micro!uidic and direct-write
assembly methods must !ow readily through microchannels and "ne
deposition nozzles, respectively. Micro!uidic assembly methods
require dense colloidal !uids that exhibit shear thinning behavior
and a negligible shear yield stress #y [1•,2••]. By contrast, direct-write
assembly requires concentrated colloidal inks that must "rst yield and
!ow when extruded through a "ne deposition nozzle, yet quickly
recover an elastic-like response upon exiting the nozzle so that the ink
can support its own weight in spanning architectures. Colloidal inks
designed for direct-write assembly must therefore possess both a
"nite #y and a zero-shear-rate elastic modulus G" [13••,14]. Colloidal
gels and biphasic mixtures are excellent candidates given that they
exhibit the desired rheological behavior.

For dense colloidal !uids (!b!glass), the viscous modulus G'' is
greater than the elastic modulus G" and both scale approximately as
power laws with frequency, G''~$2 and G"~$. As ! is increased above
!glass, these suspensions undergo a !uid-to-solid transition that is
signaled by the appearance of a "nite yield stress #y; these suspensions
yield and !ow when the applied shear stress exceeds #y. Concomi-
tantly, the linear viscoelastic response of these systems becomes
increasingly dominated by G" [19••]. Microscopically, the elasticity of
colloidal glasses results from the presence of topological cages that
resist deformation, and yielding occurswhen these cages are disrupted
[20,21]. In the glassy state, both #y and G" depend sensitively upon !,
scaling as a power law with typical exponents ranging from 9 to 15
(Fig. 2a) [22]. The observed ! dependence is in good agreement with
that predicted by amicroscopic statisticalmechanical theory, based on
a nonequilibrium free energy, which incorporates both local cage
correlations and activated barrier hopping processes [23•, 24].
However, the predicted values of G" and #y are over an order of
magnitude greater than the experimental values for these nanopar-
ticle glasses. This quantitative difference between theory and
experiment may result from the “soft” repulsive interaction between
nanoparticles that arises due to the presence of a polyelectrolyte
adlayer; further research is needed to fully elucidate adlayer effects on
mechanical properties. The strong dependence of G" on! is deleterious
for direct-write assembly, since small !uctuations in the local
composition can induce large changes in the mechanical properties,
giving rise to clogging in constrained geometries.

Colloidal gels are viscoelastic materials that exhibit "nite values of
the low-shear elasticity and yield stress. For these systems, G" and #y can
be increased by either increasing ! or reducing the volume fraction !gel

at which the !uid-to-gel transition occurs. Both G" and #y exhibit a
power law dependence on !; however, the scaling exponents, which
range from 3 to 5, are signi"cantly smaller than those seen for colloidal
glasses [25]. For example, G" and #y (not shown) scale as!3.6 in colloidal
gels composed of partially hydrophobic silica microspheres suspended
in water (Fig. 2b) [26]. The elastic moduli of gels are comparable to or
greater in magnitude than those of colloidal glasses even when the
volume fractions of gels are signi"cantly smaller, due to the contribution
fromattractive interparticle bonds. In contrast to glasses, yielding in gels
occurs when interparticle bonds are disrupted under high applied
stresses (#N#y); the yield strains measured for colloidal gels are thus
typically smaller than those measured for colloidal glasses [21]. The
presence of attractive bonds between particles also enhances the gel's
resistance to local consolidation relative to that of a colloidal glass.
Colloidal gel-based inks used for direct-write assembly typically employ
high!~0.5 tominimize drying shrinkage after printing [13••,15]. Hence,
the primary control parameter is the strength of the attraction between
particles, U, which strongly in!uences !gel [5••]. Based on recent
experiments and simulations on model depletion gels [27–30], we
estimate that a minimum interparticle attraction of order O(10) kBT is
required to achieve the mechanical solidity needed to produce space-
spanning structures via direct-write assembly.

Biphasic mixtures composed of attractive and repulsive colloids
exhibit structural and dynamical features characteristic of both gels and
glasses [18••]. At "xed ! and U, the ratio between the attractive and
repulsive particle volume fractions (!att :!rep, where !=!att+!rep)
provides an additional mechanism parameter by which to control the

Fig. 2. (a) Shear elastic modulus (G!, triangles), and shear yield stress (#y, squares) as a
function of nanoparticle effective volume fraction !, comparing experimental data
("lled symbols) to theoretical predictions (open symbols). Reprinted in part with
permission from reference [22]. Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society. (b) Shear
elastic modulus G! as a function of colloid volume fraction !. Inset: shear elastic
modulus G! versus shear stress #. Reprinted in part with permission from [26].
Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society. (c) Shear elastic modulus G! as a function of
nanoparticles effective volume fraction ! for mixtures composed of attractive and
repulsive particles.
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elasticity and yielding behavior of these suspensions. Recent measure-
ments carried out on biphasic mixtures composed of polyelectrolyte-
(attractive) and comb polymer-coated (repulsive) nanoparticles are
shown in Fig. 2c. For suspensions composed solely of repulsive particles
(!att :!rep=0:1), the low-shear-rate elastic modulus increases with
volume fraction as G"~!14, consistent with the scaling exponents of a
colloidal glass. Upon adding a small fraction of attractive particles to
increase the ratio to !att :!rep=1:3, G" increases substantially at
comparable effective volume fractions, indicating that interparticle
bonds contribute to suspension elasticity; nonetheless, the scaling
exponent G"~!17 is still typical of a colloidal glass. However, at an even
higher attractive particle ratio of !att :!rep=1:1, the scaling behavior
abruptly changes to G"~!5.6, consistent with that observed for colloidal
gels. Indeed, recent theoretical work con"rms that their phase behavior
and dynamics depend in a complicated fashion upon !att :!rep, ! and U
[31•]. Because biphasicmixtures combine the resistance to consolidation
of colloidal gels with the high solids loading of glasses, they may offer
important advantages for printing colloidal architectures through
microscale nozzles. These nascent observations underscore the
need for additional routes for generating biphasic mixtures as well
as fundamental studies of their structure, dynamics, rheology, and
printing behavior.

2.3. Flow behavior in uniform and constricted microchannels

Relating the structure of dense colloidal suspensions to their !ow
behavior through uniform [32,33•,34,35•] and constricted microchan-
nels [36] is of paramount importance for micro!uidic and direct-write
assembly. Both methods require !ow of concentrated suspensions
through microchannels or deposition nozzles whose characteristic
size ranges from 1 to 250 !m [37]. Effects due to con"nement in
channels, such as wall slip and transient clogging, may promote
further restructuring beyond that induced by hydrodynamic forces
[36] or hetero-coagulation [4] during !ow. Elucidating the complex
interplay between con"nement, structure, and !ow behavior for
concentrated colloidal suspensions is therefore crucial for fully
exploiting these emerging fabrication methods.

One technique that allows direct interrogation of structure in three
dimensions during !ow is confocal microscopy [38]. This technique has
been successfully used to investigate the structure of quiescent colloidal
glasses [39], gels [9,40,41], and biphasic mixtures [18••]. Standard
particle-tracking algorithms allow the positions of micron-sized
particles to be followed over many hours in quiescent suspensions
[42••]; however, obtaining quantitative information about colloidal
structure and trajectories as they undergo !ow through con"ned
geometries presents additional challenges. Particle-tracking algorithms
require that particles move less than the interparticle spacing between
consecutive frames; however, the !ow velocities of micron-sized
particles in microchannels can easily exceed 100 !m/s. Single particles
may move more than a particle diameter between frames even when

the acquisition rate is as high as 100–200 frames/s, clearly hindering
particle tracking. To obtain quantitative information on particle
positions and velocities during !ow, particle motions are instead
analyzed in a co-moving reference frame in which relative displace-
ments are small [35•]. Brie!y, the displacement for co-moving regions of
an image (rectangles for one-dimensionalmotion [33•], squares for two-
dimensional motion [43]) is calculated by maximizing the cross-
correlation between corresponding regions in consecutive images in a
time series taken during !ow. This displacement is subtracted from the
particle positions, and particles are then tracked normally in the co-
moving reference frame using the existing algorithms. To recover the
trajectories in the original stationary reference frame, the displacement
is then added back to the particle positions after tracking [35•].

Fig. 3. (a) Normalized velocity pro"les of a colloidal glass with !!0.63 as a function of
height, in a square microchannel with inner diameter 50 !m. (b) Normalized density
pro"le n/nc as a function of normalized lateral position y/aeff in the microchannel,
where aeff is the effective channel diameter for a microchannel with rough walls, for a
height z=17 !m. Reprinted "gures in (a) and (b) with permission from: L. Isa, R.
Besseling, andW. C. K. Poon, Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 198305 (2007) [33•]. Copyright 2007 by
the American Physical Society. (c) Normalized !ow pro"les of a colloidal gel with
!=0.27 in a square microchannel with inner diameter 50 !m, at applied pressures of
(left) 0.69 kPa and (right) 10 kPa. (d) Confocal micrographs of a colloidal gel with
!=0.27 !owing under an applied pressure of (left) 0.69 kPa and (right) 10 kPa taken
3 !m above the bottom surface of the microchannel. The scale bar is 10 !m. (c) and
(d) reprinted with permission from reference [46•]. Copyright 2008 American Chemical
Society. (e) Normalized !ow pro"les of the (left) attractive and (right) repulsive
particles in a biphasic mixture with !=0.35 and !att :!rep=3:1 !owing in a square
microchannel with inner diameter 50 !m at a volumetric !ow rate of 41 nL/min.
(f) Confocal micrographs of a biphasic colloidal mixture with !=0.35 and !att :
!rep=3:1 !owing in a square microchannel with inner diameter 50 !m at a volumetric
!ow rate of 50 nL/min, taken 5 !m above the bottom surface of the microchannel.
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The combination of confocal microscopy and !ow-based tracking
algorithms is a central feature of recent investigations that correlate
microstructure with the !ow behavior of concentrated suspensions,
i.e. colloidal !uids [44,45], glasses [33,34], gels [43,46•,47], and
biphasic mixtures, through uniform and constricted microchannels.
For yield-stress !uids, the qualitative !ow behavior is determined by
the ratio of yield stress to viscous stress as parameterized by the
Oldroyd numberOd=#y/#v, which predicts a transition from plug-like
!ow to !uid-like !ow with full yielding at Od~0.5"1. Surprisingly,
colloidal glasses can exhibit plug-like !ow in microchannels even at
low values of Od=0.02 (Fig. 3a) [33•]. The presence of transverse
velocity !uctuations suggests that interparticle friction between the
sterically stabilized particles in!uences their !ow behavior, similar to
dry granular materials. Indeed, !owing glassy suspensions exhibit
other characteristics typical of granular media, such as variations in
density across the microchannel (Fig. 3b) [33•]. Models of granular
!ow quantitatively describe this behavior, con"rming that interpar-
ticle friction reduces the number of cage-breaking events that
contribute to yielding.

For colloidal gels, yielding occurs initially when the weakest bonds
between particles or clusters are broken [27,28]; thus, frictional effects
may be less signi"cant. Indeed, pressure-driven microchannel !ows of
colloidal gels exhibit the qualitative behavior predicted by the Oldroyd
number, as shown in recent experiments on poly(ethyeleneimine)-
coated silica microspheres !occulated by adding oppositely-charged
poly(acrylic acid) [46•]. As the applied pressure driving !ow increases,
the !ow pro"les exhibit a transition from plug-like to !uid-like !ow at
Od~1 (Fig. 3c), showing that yielding of the gel structure occurs when
the viscous stress is suf"ciently large. Confocal images takenduring!ow
reveal two distinct yielding mechanisms, in agreement with quiescent
results. First, when the applied pressure is small, yielding occurs
predominantly between clusters. As the applied pressure increases, the
clusters themselves undergoyielding as thebondsbetweenparticles are
disrupted (Fig. 3d). A similar transition from plug-like to !uid-like !ow
inmicrochannels with increasing !ow rate is also seen for colloidal gels
!occulated via hydrophobic interactions [26]. Despite these qualitative
similarities in !owbehavior, different quantitativemodels best describe
the !ow pro"les in each system, indicating that the details of
microscopic interactions strongly affect the !ow behavior.

The in!uence ofmicroscopic interactions on !ow behavior is further
con"rmed in the !ow pro"les measured for biphasic mixtures. For a

biphasic mixture in which !att:!rep=3:1 (!=0.35) the attractive and
repulsive microspheres exhibit qualitatively different normalized !ow
pro"les (Fig. 3e). The velocity pro"les of the attractive microspheres
exhibit plug-like !ow across the entire microchannel, except immedi-
ately adjacent to the microchannel walls (z=1 !m). By contrast, the
velocity pro"les of repulsive microspheres are plug-like in the center of
the channel and decrease near the walls. Direct comparison of the
velocity pro"les for the two species reveals that the !ow of repulsive
microspheres is signi"cantlyhindered compared to that of the attractive
microspheres near the walls. The distribution of the two particle
populations also differs across the microchannel (Fig. 3f): clusters of
attractive particles are typically found nearer the vertical midplane of
the channel due to excluded volume effects, whereas distinct repulsive
particles are more uniformly distributed at different heights. Based on
these observations, it is likely that the repulsive particles help lubricate
the !ow of the attractive particles through "ne geometries, thereby
enabling the ability to print smaller features (~10 !m) with biphasic
inks than can be achieved with colloidal gels with uniform interactions
(~100 !m) [15].

The in!uence of microchannel geometry on the !ow pro"le is
especially relevant for both micro!uidic and direct-write assembly
methods. In these methods, the microchannel or nozzle diameter may
taper at a characteristic angle % or change abruptly ("=90°). Only
recently, studies have begun to investigate the in!uence of constric-
tion geometry on suspension structure and !ow for systems relevant
for directedmaterials assembly. For example, observations of colloidal
glasses !owing into a constriction revealed that they experience
repeated cycles of transient jamming [48••]: !ow "rst slowed and
locally rare"ed shocks formed, as indicated by the dark arches in the
two rightmost images in Fig. 4a; the static structure eventually
fractured and !ow increased. Similar oscillations in !ow velocity are
observed for colloidal glasses !owing in straight microchannels;
when the width of the microchannel is suf"ciently small, the !ow
exhibits a near-complete arrest [34]. Trajectories of particles at the
transition between shear and plug !ow reveal self-organized
convergent !ow of particles into a narrow region (Fig. 4b). These
constriction-induced jamming events in glasses, whether from
external or self-organized geometric constraints, are attributed to
the complex interplay between shear thickening, which induces the
formation of locally dense regions via jamming, and permeation !ow,
which erodes them [34].

Fig. 4. (a) Images of the !ow of a suspension of 1 !m colloids at volume fractions of (left) !=0.534, (middle) !=0.578, and (right) !=0.60, showing the formation of arch-like
“shock” regions of reduced colloid density when ! is suf"ciently high. The horizontal line is 0.5 mm. At the left of each image the capillary entrance can be seen, as indicated by the
schematic. Reprinted "gure with permission from reference: M. D. Haw, Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 185506 (2004) [48••]. Copyright 2004 by the American Physical Society. (b) Superposition
of particle positions in a colloidal glass with !!0.63 !owing in a square microchannel with inner diameter 50 !m, showing converging streamlines at the interface between plug
!ow and shear !ow. Reprinted "gure with permission from reference: L. Isa, R. Besseling, A. N. Morozov, andW. C. K. Poon, Phys Rev. Lett. 102, 058302 (2009) [34]. Copyright 2009 by
the American Physical Society. (c) Schematic illustration of constricted microchannel !ow experiments. (d) Three-dimensional representation of the intensity pro"le (in arbitrary
units) for a gel with !=0.26 !owing under an applied pressure of 0.7 kPa through a microchannel with D=150 !m, d=50 !m, and "=27°, at a height of 9 !m above the bottom
surface of the channel, showing the increase in local density induced by the constriction. The origin used in this image is the same as that shown in (c). (c) and (d) reprinted with
permission from reference [43]. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
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Microchannel geometry can also in!uence the suspension structure
and !ow behavior of colloidal gels. Recent observations of polyelectro-
lyte-bridged colloidal gels !owing through microchannel constrictions,
of relevance to direct-write assembly, are shown in Fig. 4c [43]. The
increase in average density of the structure downstream from the
constriction (Fig. 4d) is greater than predicted for shear-enhanced
migration of particles and clusters [45,49], indicating that "lter pressing
(i.e., preferential !ow of !uid versus solid) leads to consolidation. The
local structure of the gel, as quanti"ed by Voronoi volume and
coordination number [50], is not strongly affected by !ow through
constriction, whereas the long-length scale structure of the gel becomes
more heterogeneous as the relatively weak bonds between clusters
rupture. Despite differences in aggregation mechanism, the qualitative
mechanisms of yielding observed for these polyelectrolyte-bridged
systems are similar to those seen in depletion gels [27,28]. Their yielding
behavior is advantageous for printing, since the disruption of the
aggregated network into smaller clusters facilitates !ow through "ne
geometries. Notably, the in!uence of constrictions on suspension
structure and resulting !ow pro"les has yet to be investigated for
biphasic colloidalmixtures. This openareaof researchdemands attention.

The above examples demonstrate that the colloid volume fraction
and interparticle interactions strongly in!uence the elasticity,
yielding and !ow behavior required for micro!uidic and direct-
write assembly. To further tailor the behavior of both polymer-
stabilized and polymer-bridged systems used for assembly, careful
studies investigating the correlation between structural and mechan-
ical properties are needed. In addition, the resistance of a suspension
to consolidation or "lter pressing depends not only on its behavior
under shear !ow, as discussed here, but also on its compressive
rheological properties [51]. Relatively little attention has been given

to the latter topic for colloidal systems of interest for the directed
assembly methods described below.

3. Micro!uidic assembly

The assembly of colloidal architectures of controlled size, shape, and
composition is central to fundamental studies of granular materials as
well as to numerous applications, including sensors, optical devices, and
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). Traditional methods for
producing colloidal granules, such as !uid bed granulation, high shear
mixer granulation, and spray drying, do not provide adequate control
over these key parameters. Other methods, such as electroplating
and molding (LIGA) [52,53], micro-injection molding [54,55], micro-
stereolithography [56,57], andmicro-electro-dischargemachining [58],
lack either the materials !exibility or rapid assembly times desired for
these applications. Hence, there is tremendous interest in developing
new patterning methods for creating precisely tailored colloidal
granules and microcomponents.

Micro!uidic assembly methods have attracted considerable atten-
tion based on the discovery that monodisperse emulsion drops can be
produced by co-!owing immiscible !uids within microchannels [59•,
60••, 61–63]. In early efforts, hydrogel [64,65] and polymeric particles
[66–69] (ca. 10–200 !m in diameter) were produced by in-situ
photopolymerization of monomeric drops in the form of either
homogeneous [64–69] or Janus spheres [70–73] or discoids [66–69].
Recently, micro!uidic devices have been used to produce colloid-"lled
hydrogel granules andmicrocomponents of tunable size, geometry, and
composition [1•,2••].

In one example, a micro!uidic sheath-!ow device was used to
assemblemonodisperse colloid-hydrogel granules (Fig. 5a) [1•]. A dense

Fig. 5. (a) Schematic of the sheath-!owdevice used formicro!uidic assembly of colloidal granules, with a schematic showing shapes and compositions explored. (b) Fluorescence images
of spherical (top row) or discoidal (bottom row) and chemically homogeneous (left column) or Janus (right column) granules formed via micro!uidic assembly. (a) and (b) reprinted in
part with permission from reference [1•]. Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society. (c) Schematic for stop-!ow lithography (SFL) of colloidal microcomponents, where a photocurable
index-matched colloidal suspension is!owed through a PDMSmicrochannel, brought to a complete stop, photopolymerized by exposure to UV light through amask, and ejected from the
region via re-initiation of !ow. (d) Optical images of microcomponents formed via SFL; scale bar is 100 !m. (c) and (d) copyrightWiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Reproducedwith
permission (Ref. [2••]).
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colloidal suspension (!~0.35) containing a photocurable acrylamide
solution was formulated, and !ow focusing [61] was used to drive its
breakup into colloid-"lled emulsion drops. Upon exposing the drops to
UV light downstream within the microchannel, they solidi"ed into
colloidal granules of the desired shape, size, and composition. The
polymerized hydrogel immobilizes the colloidal species, thereby
preserving the granule structure even as it exits the device. Both
spherical and discoidal granules were produced in homogeneous and
Janusmotifs by varying themicrochannel geometry and composition of
the co!owing immiscible liquids, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5b [1•].
However, due to surface tension, only spherical shapes or deformations
thereof can be produced in drop-generating devices, which is a major
limitation of this approach.

Stop-!ow lithography (SFL) [74••] represents an alternate approach
that enables a rich array of simple and complex shapes to be produced,
in parallel, at production rates in excess of 103 min"1. SFL employs
microscope projection photolithography [75••] to create patterned
structures within a micro!uidic device, eliminating the need for
expensive masks or clean room conditions. In initial demonstrations,
SFLwasused to create polymeric particles for biomolecular analysis [76]
and Janus particles [77,78]. Recently, this approach was adopted to
pattern non-spherical colloidal granules andmicrocomponents [2••]. An
index-matched colloid-"lled hydrogel suspension (!=0.5) was
designed that could be !owed through a uniform microchannel and
rapidly photopolymerized within the SFL device. During patterning, the
suspension was stopped, exposed to UV light and photopolymerized,
and then !owed again (Fig. 5c). Using different mask designs, colloidal
granules and microcomponents were assembled in microgear, triangu-
lar, discoid, cuboid, and rectangular shapes (Fig. 5d). Fundamental
studies of the packing behavior of these novel granular media are
underway. Additionally, facile pathways were demonstrated by which
these colloidal architectures could be transformed into both porous and
dense oxide (silica glass) and non-oxide (silicon) structures that may
"nd potential use in low-cost MEMS devices [2••]. The extension of this
technique to a broader arrayof suspensioncompositions, includingnon-
index matched systems, should be explored.

4. Direct-write assembly

The term “direct-write assembly” broadly describes fabrication
methods that employ a computer-controlled translation stage tomove a
pattern-generating device, such as an ink deposition nozzle, to create
materials with controlled architecture and composition. Colloidal
materials in planar and three-dimensional motifs have been patterned
by droplet and "lamentary methods for applications that include
printed electronics, photonics, advanced ceramics, sensors, composites,
and tissue engineering scaffolds [3•,79,80]. Traditional methods for
producing colloidal components, such as screen printing, extrusion, slip
casting and injectionmolding, are often limited by either the minimum
dimensions or geometric complexity required. Many targeted applica-
tions require microscale planar features or 3D periodic lattices, neither
of which can be fabricated by traditional methods or droplet-based
techniques such as inkjet printing. Hence, there is signi"cant interest in
developing colloidal inks for "lamentary patterning of precisely tailored
colloidal architectures.

In one striking example, omnidirectional printing of silver nanopar-
ticle inks was introduced to create !exible, stretchable, and spanning
microelectrodes for printed electronics [3••,81,82] (Fig. 6a). Concentrat-
ed, viscoelastic nanoparticle inks (N70 wt.% solids, G!!2000 Pa) were
synthesized that readily !owed through "ne deposition nozzles
(diameter=1–30 #m), spanned large gaps (~1 cm) and exhibited low
electrical resistivity (&~10"5 $cm) upon annealing at modest tem-
peratures (T!250 °C).Using this approach,1Dperiodic (not shown) and
interdigitated microelectrode arrays (Fig. 6b) were patterned through
1 !m,5 !m, 10 !mand30 !mcylindrical nozzles. In a single pass, printed
featureswith aspect ratios (h/w) of ~0.7were obtainedwith aminimum
width of ~2 !m, which is more than an order of magnitude narrower
than those produced by screen-printing [81] or inkjet printing [82].

Using omnidirectional printing, silver microelectrodes composed
of stretchable, wavy, arched, and spanning features were also
patterned. As one example, stretchable silver arches were printed
by spanning a silvermicroelectrode across a pre-strained spring (inset
to Fig. 6c), which was then released to form the desired arches and

Fig. 6. (a) Schematic of omnidirectional printing of silver nanoparticle inks. (b) Optical and SEM images of silver microelectrodes patterned on a polyimide substrate with a bend
radius of 14 mm. (c) Optical image of stretchable silver arches printed onto a spring. (d) Optical image acquired during patterning of silver interconnects on a gallium arsenide-
based, 4!4 LED chip array. (e) Optical image of a spanning silver microelectrode printed onto an unplanarized, silicon solar microcell array. (f) SEM image of 3D periodic silver
lattice. (a)–(e) adapted from reference [3••]. Copyright 2009 AAAS.
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annealed (Fig. 6c). When combined with other processes such as
transfer printing, direct-write assembly enables the heterogeneous
integration of dissimilar materials [83,84]. To highlight these
capabilities, silver microelectrodes were patterned to intercconnect
both the light emitting diode (LED) and solar microcell arrays shown
in Fig. 6d–e, respectively. Additionally, these viscoelastic inks could
also be patterned in the form of 3D microperiodic lattices (Fig. 6f).
While this method offers a powerful route for patterning microscale
features, efforts are needed to improve the relatively modest printing
speeds demonstrated to date.

5. Conclusions

Recent progress in the fundamental understanding and application
of dense colloidal !uids, gels, and biphasic mixtures is opening new
avenues for directed materials assembly. By tailoring suspension
structure, dynamics, and rheology, colloidal systems have been
designed for micro!uidic and direct-write assembly methods. These
patterning techniques provide greatly enhanced control over com-
position and architecture, which is required for applications ranging
from novel granular media to printed electronics. Multiple advances
are necessary to transform these methods into large-scale manufac-
turing platforms, including the design of suspensions for high-speed
assembly, strategies to ef"ciently mix dense colloidal systems in
con"ned geometries, and the design of 3D micro!uidic devices and
micronozzle arrays for parallel, scalable assembly. Together, these
innovations will drive the next generation of colloidal architectures
for structural, functional, and biological applications.
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